
*Senate Committee*

Date: March 1, 2023 Location: RM 116

Convened: 10:15 AM

Adjourned: 11:15 AM

Chair Rozenboom called the meeting to order at 10:20 am. 
The roll was taken silently. 
The minutes of the 2/22/2023 meeting were unanimously approved. 
Chair Rozenboom stated the subcommittee assignments were sent electronically.
Chair Rozenboom recognized Senator Cournoyer as chair of SF 177. There was
discussion on the bill and SF 177 passed and was placed on the calendar.
Chair Rozenboom recognized Senator Evans as chair of SF 393. Senator Evans made
opening comments on the bill and was then recognized for Amendment SF 393.715.
There was discussion on the amendment and it passed. SF 393 as amended was
moved, passed via short form and was placed on the calendar under Rule 40.
Chair Rozenboom recognized Senator Westrich as chair of SF 335. Senator Westrich
made opening comments on the bill and was then recognized for Amendment SF
335.660. There was discussion on the amendment and it passed via short form. SF
335 as amended was discussed by Senators Celsi and Donahue with Senator Westrich
making closing comments. The bill passed via short form and was placed on the
calendar under Rule 40 with 11 yeas and 5 nays.
The chair was turned over to Vice-Chair Taylor by Chair Rozenboom.
Chair Taylor recognized Senator Rozenboom as chair of SF 29. Senator Rozenboom
made opening comments on the bill and was then recognized for Amendment SF
29.578. There was discussion on the amendment and it passed via short form. SF 29
as amended was discussed and passed via short form and placed on the calendar under
Rule 40.
Chair Taylor recognized Senator Rozenboom as chair of SSB 1145. Senator
Rozenboom made opening comments on the bill and was then recognized for
Amendment SSB 1145.750. Comments were made on the amendment and then it
passed via short form. SSB 1145 as amended was discussed and passed and placed on
the calendar under Rule 40 with Senators Quirmbach, Celsi, Donahue, Giddens, and
Trone Garriot voting nay.
Senator Rozenboom returned to the chair.
Senator Westrich moved to adjourn at 11:15 am. 
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